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Abstract—We consider wireless networks of remote radio
heads (RRH) with large antenna-arrays, operated in TDD, with
uplink (UL) training and channel-reciprocity based downlink
(DL) transmission. To achieve large area spectral efficiencies,
we advocate the use of methods that rely on rudimentary
scheduling, decentralized operation at each RRH and user-centric
DL transmission.
A slotted system is assumed, whereby users are randomly
scheduled (e.g., via shuffled round robin) in slots and across
the limited pilot dimensions per slot. As a result, multiple users
in the vicinity of an RRH can simultaneously transmit pilots
on the same pilot dimension (and thus interfering with one
another). Each RRH performs rudimentary processing of the
pilot observations in “sectors”. In a sector, the RRH is able to
resolve a scheduled user’s channel when that user is determined
to be the only one among the scheduled users (on the same
pilot dimension) with significant received power in the sector.
Subsequently, only the subset of scheduled users whose channels
are resolved in at least one sector can be served by the system.
We consider a spatially consistent evaluation of the area multi-
plexing gains by means of a Poisson Point Process (PPP) problem
formulation where RRHs, blockers, scatterers and scheduled user
terminals are all PPPs with individual intensities. Also, we study
directional training at the user terminals. Our simulations suggest
that, by controlling the intensity of the scheduled user PPP
and the user-pilot beam-width, many fold improvements can be
expected in area multiplexing gains with respect to conventional
spatial pilot reuse systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
A broad range of activities are currently underway towards
realizing the ever-evolving vision of 5G. Their scope includes
the development and standardization of new technologies in
3GPP [1], new channel models [2], experimental trials and
demos, and the study of new services and their requirements
[3]. 5G technologies are expected to bring great performance
gains with respect to their predecessors in a multitude of per-
formance metrics, including, among other things, user and cell
throughput, end-to-end latency, massive device connectivity
and localization. They are also viewed as essential elements
for enabling the much broader gamut of services envisioned,
such as immersive applications (e.g., virtual/augmented/mixed
reality) [4], [5], haptics [6], V2X [7] and the Internet of
Things [8]. To meet such an ambitious and broad gamut of 5G
requirements, operators would have to rely on a combination
of additional resources, which include newly available licensed
and unlicensed bands, network densification, large antenna
arrays and new PHY/network layer technologies. Also, to
meet the increased traffic demands per unit area induced by
the multitude of new services and their requirements, 5G
systems would need to provide much higher area spectral
efficiencies and area multiplexing gains (e.g., number of users
streams served simultaneously per unit area) than their 4G
counterparts.
Antenna densification through massive MIMO is expected
to play a key role in achieving the large gains in area spectral
efficiency envisioned for 5G and beyond wireless networks.
Through the use of a large number of antennas at the base
stations (BSs), massive MIMO can yield both large spectral
efficiencies and spatial multiplexing gains [9], [10]. Large
antenna arrays and massive MIMO are considered as key
technologies for 5G and beyond, in particular because new
generation deployments would have to utilize the centimeter
and millimeter Wave (mmWave) bands where wide chunks of
spectrum are readily available. Indeed, at mmWave with half-
wavelength (critical) spacing, very large arrays can be packed
on small footprints. Realizing the beamforming gains that can
be provided by such large-size arrays will be essential in
combatting the harsher propagation characteristics experienced
at mmWave.
To achieve large spectral efficiencies in the downlink (DL)
via multiuser (MU) MIMO, channel state information at the
transmitter (CSIT) is needed [11]. Following [10], CSIT can be
obtained from the users’ uplink (UL) pilots via Time-Division
Duplexing (TDD) and UL/DL radio-channel reciprocity. This
approach allows training large arrays by allocating as few
UL pilot dimensions as the number of single-antenna users
simultaneously served.
At higher carrier frequencies, UL-pilot based CSI acqui-
sition becomes even more attractive than schemes relying on
DL training and UL CSI feedback. First, at higher frequencies
larger BS arrays can be packed within a fixed footprint, and,
since a single UL pilot from a user terminal trains all the
BS antennas (no matter how many), UL-pilot based schemes
are able to harvest the additional BF gains available at higher
frequencies without additional overheads [9]. Second, UL-pilot
based schemes also induce lower latencies in CSI acquisition
than feedback based schemes [9]. This is a key advantage
at higher frequencies where the latency requirements in CSI
acquisition are more stringent, as CSI is only accurate within
the coherence time of the channel, and coherence time is
inversely proportional to carrier frequency.
In this paper, we focus on operating a wireless network
of remote radio heads (RRHs) with large antenna-arrays. We
consider TDD operation and DL data transmission, enabled
by UL training and UL/DL radio channel reciprocity [12].
To achieve large area multiplexing gains and area spectral
efficiencies, we investigate the combined use of rudimentary
scheduling, decentralized operation at each RRH and user-
centric DL transmission. Specifically, we consider a slotted
system where the network schedules a fraction of users on each
of the UL pilot dimensions in each slot. As a result, multiple
users in the vicinity of an RRH can transmit UL pilots on the
same pilot dimension and can cause pilot contamination. With
pilot-contaminated CSI, a beam directed to an intended user
terminal also inherently inherently beamforms at other user
terminals using the same pilot dimension, causing interference
and substantially limiting massive MIMO performance.
To address the issue of pilot contamination, we consider
rudimentary processing of the pilot observations at each RRH,
which allows each RRH to resolve user channels in “sectors.”
An RRH is able to resolve an active (scheduled) user’s channel
in a sector when that user is determined as the only one
among the active users (on the same pilot dimension with
significant received power) within that sector. Subsequently,
only the subset of active users whose channels are resolved in
at least one sector can be served. Regarding the type of sector-
ization, we study physical sectorization, virtual sectorization
and their combined use. While physical sectorization refers to
the conventional sectorization where each sector is operated
by a distinct antenna array, virtual sectorization arises through
sector-specific spatial filtering from a single antenna-array.
In order for each RRH to resolve user channels, special
pilot coding is needed for active users who send pilots over the
common pilot dimension, i.e., across the set of shared resource
elements (REs) for UL pilots. Recently, Bursalioglu et al.
proposed ON-OFF type of non-orthogonal pilot codes, which
use a small fraction of additional REs per pilot dimension
to detect pilot collisions and to identify the user IDs whose
channels can be resolved on the fly [13]. Other classes of non-
orthogonal pilot codes were described by Li et al. [14], which
assume wide-band scheduling transmission and are able to
resolve user channels using codes without incurring additional
overheads.
In this work, we conduct a spatially consistent system-level
evaluation of the area multiplexing gains by these systems.
Besides sectorization at RRHs, we also consider the use of
directional training at the user terminals and its effect on
the provided area multiplexing gains. Given an appropriately
chosen beam-width (common across all user terminals), each
active user picks a random beam-orientation to transmit its pi-
lot on its assigned pilot dimension. Similar type of directional
training was exploited in the context of cellular transmission in
[14]. By taking advantage of the sparsity of mmWave channels
in the angular domain, significant gains were reported in terms
of both area multiplexing gains and area spectral efficiencies.
We consider a PPP-based problem formulation where
RRHs, blockers, scatterers and user terminals are all PPPs with
individual intensities. We also assume that the scheduled user
terminals form a PPP with an intensity that can be adjusted
to optimize the area multiplexing gains. Indeed, random user
scheduling in this context corresponds to appropriate thinning
of the original user terminal PPP.
We conduct extensive simulations by varying the type and
extent of RRH sectorization, the user pilot beam-width and
the user scheduling intensity. By adjusting the intensity of the
scheduled-user PPP and the user-pilot beam-width, significant
improvements in area multiplexing gains are reported with
respect to conventional spatial pilot reuse systems. These gains
greatly improve with RRH sectorization and are present if
one employs physical sectorization, virtual sectorization or a
combination.
The PPP-based ON-OFF connectivity model we employ
in this work can be viewed as a realistic extension of the
model in [13]. The model relies on a simple connectivity
model involving LOS and NLOS paths. A link is “ON” if
that link strength exceeds a predetermined threshold. Thus,
the LOS link between a user and an RRH is “ON” if the line
of sight path is not blocked and the LOS received path strength
exceeds a predetermined threshold. Similarly, NLOS paths are
“single-bounce” through a single scatterer with sufficiently
high received path strength. We remark that, although our
model is very simple, it captures the main aspects of the
problem and provides spatial consistency of the type not
immediately present in stochastic channel models such as
3GPP’s SCM [15]. In addition, by controlling the intensities
of the underlying PPPs, important statistics of our model (such
as, e.g., number of paths between a connected user-BS link)
can be tuned to agree with those in the stochastic 3GPP SCM
model.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we provide a spatially consistent ON-OFF
RRH connectivity model capturing signal attenuation for both
LOS and NLOS paths. In particular, we consider a distance-
based1 signal attenuation model for a direct LOS path between
a user u and an RRH r. Let dur ě 0 denote the distance
between user u and RRH r, and let
bur “
#
0 if the LOS path between u and r is blocked,
1 otherwise.
Then the path attenuation on the direct path between user u
and RRH r is modeled via gpdurq bur,. We choose a smooth
1The distance metric we consider in this paper is defined as the Euclidean
distance in the two-dimensional (X,Y)-plane. The vertical dimension is not
taken into account.
transition path loss function gp¨q [16] given by
gpdq “ p1` d{ǫq´α , for d ě 0, (1)
where d denotes the distance between transmitter and receiver,
and ǫ and α denote the breakpoint distance and the pathloss
exponent, respectively2.
Simple inspection on (1) reveals that gpdq possesses the fol-
lowing desirable properties: (i) it is a monotonically decreasing
function of the distance d, implying longer propagation paths
are more attenuated; (ii) it satisfies 0 ď gpdq ď gp0q “ 1
showing that propagation always attenuates signal strength.
Regarding NLOS paths, we restrict our attention to single-
bounce paths through a single scatterer. We consider a com-
monly used method for modeling reflected path attenuation
[17, Chapter 2], according to which the total attenuation of
a reflected path is given as the product of the attenuation
levels experienced by the individual paths. In particular, the
path attenuation in a NLOS path between user u and RRH r
enabled through a single-bounce reflection off a scatterer z is
given by
fpduz , dzrq “ a gpduzq gpdzrq, (2)
where a ď 1 is the reflector-attenuation factor, and duz and
dzr denote the user-scatterer and the scatterer-RRH distances,
respectively. It can be readily verified that the single-bounce
path attenuation model (2) with gp¨q defined in (1) has the
following desirable properties:
(i) For any single-bounce path, 0 ď fpduz, dzrq ď 1. In
addition, fpduz , dzrq Ñ 1, if and only if duz , dzr Ñ 0
and aÑ 1.
(ii) The attenuation scaling of a single-bounce path is a non-
increasing function of the user-scatterer distance and of
the scatterer-RRH distance: fpduz , dzrq ě fpd1uz, d1zrq,
for any set of distances {duz , d1uz , dzr, d1zr} satisfying
0 ď duz ď d
1
uz and 0 ď dzr ď d1zr.
(iii) Considering the triangle formed by the LOS paths con-
necting the points u, z, and r, we have duz ` dzr ě dur
and fpduz , dzrq ď gpdurq as well. Hence, when not
blocked, the received signal strength of the direct LOS
path is at least as large as any reflected path, even when
a “ 1, i.e., even when there is no reflector-attenuation.
Coverage is defined by means of a simple ON-OFF model:
user u is within the coverage of RRH r, if and only if there
exists a path, either a LOS path or a NLOS path, received
with sufficiently large strength. Specifically, user u is within
the coverage of RRH r, if gpdurq bur ě δ or if there exists a
scatterer z for which fpduz, dzrq ě δ, for some predetermined
threshold δ. In contrast, a user is in outage if it is not in the
coverage of any RRH in the system.
It is worth denoting by do the nominal distance at which
g pdoq “ δ, which implies that if bur “ 1 a user u at distance
2We remark that gpdurq refers to the “directional” propagation loss, i.e.,
attenuation that is specific to the path between user u and RRH r. This
is different from the commonly used distance-based pathloss models such
as, e.g., 3GPP’s SCM [15], which are modeling the omni pathloss, i.e., the
aggregate propagation loss across all paths.
dur ă do from RRH r is in coverage of the RRH. In contrast,
if user u is at distance dur ą do from RRH r, the user is not
in coverage of the RRH. Hence, the disk centered at user u
with radius do defines the support of all RRHs with respect
to which user u could be in coverage. Similarly, from the
RRH side, all the user terminals that could potentially be in
the coverage of RRH r have to reside in the radius-do disk
centered at RRH r.
III. SYSTEM OPERATION
We consider a slotted system where a subset of users are
scheduled in each slot for UL pilot training and subsequent
DL data transmission. We let τ denote the number of available
orthogonal pilot dimensions per fading block, and assume each
active user is scheduled on one of the τ pilot dimensions.
We will consider the use of both omni and directional UL
pilots by active users. In the omni-case, we assume that a
user’s UL pilot coverage coincides with the user coverage in
Sec. II. Directional pilot transmissions are parameterized by a
positive integer B ě 1, which remains common and fixed for
all user terminals. Given a B ě 1, the user terminal creates B
non-overlapping pilot beams that span the azimuth spectrum
(360 degrees). In the simplest “geometric” case, each beam has
beam-width 360{B degrees. During each scheduling instance,
each active user transmits an UL pilot on randomly selected
one of the B beams on the assigned pilot dimension.
To ensure that coverage is identical for both omni and
directional pilot training, the UL pilot of each directional beam
is adjusted, so that the union of all B-beam coverage areas
coincides with the omni-pilot coverage, i.e., a disc radius of
do. This approach ensures a fair comparison, and thus any
performance gains arising from the use of directional pilot
training cannot be attributed to coverage extension.
Upon transmission of UL pilots, per-sector processing at
each RRH allows the RRH to resolve user channels on each
of its sectors and subsequently serve the resolved user streams.
A user channel is considered resolved on a sector, if the user
channel is present on this sector (i.e. the user has a path with
sufficiently large strength on that sector) and if it is the only
user present on the sector among the active ones on the same
pilot dimension. In the following subsections, we describe
sectorization and the notion of presence of user channels on
sectors, user scheduling and resolving user channels. We also
provide expressions for the achievable area multiplexing gains
per pilot dimension by using these schemes.
A. Sectorization
Sectorization has been traditionally employed for increas-
ing the spectral efficiency per site in cellular networks by
partitioning each cell radially into sectors and reusing the
spectral resources in each sector [18]. We let S denote the
number of radial sectors per site. Fig. 1 shows an example
of uniformly spaced radial sectorization with S “ 6 sectors.
In this case, the circular coverage area centered at an RRH
is divided into equal angle wedges, one per sector. We note
that, in general, the S
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Fig. 1. Two RRHs are shown within do distance from the two UTs. The first
and the second RRHs are, respectively, represented by the triangles 1 and 2.
Each RRH employs 6 sectors. Also shown are a single scatterer and a single
blocker.
of traditional physical sectorization, virtual sectorization, or a
combination of both techniques. The impact of these options
on the sectorization pattern and consequently on the system
performance is considered in Sec. VI.
As in [14], we let Xkj,s “ 1 denote that a user k is present on
sector s of RRH j and set Xkj,s “ 0 otherwise. For omni-pilot
transmission, Xkj,s “ 1, if there exists a path from user k to
RRH j with attenuation scaling exceeding δ “ gpdoq and with
angle of arrival (AoA) falling within the support of sector s.
For directional training to have Xkj,s “ 1, we require, besides
the above two conditions, that the path from user k to RRH
j have angle of departure (AoD) falling within the support of
user’s UL pilot beam. Evidently, directional pilot transmissions
have lower incidence of user-channel presence than omni
pilot transmissions, effectively sparsifying the observed user
channels at each RRH.
Fig. 1 provides an illustrative example involving two users
located close to each other, two nearby RRHs each with
geometric S “ 6 radial sectorization, a single nearby scatterer
and a single nearby blocker.3 Both users are assumed to use
omni-directional pilots and to be within do distance of the
two RRHs. In addition, all four reflected paths through the
scatterer, corresponding to all (user, RRH) permutations, are
also within coverage. The upper and lower figures separately
show the presence of user-1 and user-2 on RRH sectors. As
the top figure reveals, user 1 is present on sector 4 of RRH
1 (reflected path), and sectors 2 and 3 of RRH 2 (through
reflected and direct paths, respectively). Note that user 1 is
not present in sector 3 of RRH 1, as the the blocker blocks
the LOS path. Similarly, user 2 is present on sectors 3 and 4
of RRH 1 and on sector 2 of RRH 2.
B. Scheduling & Resolving Users
Next, we describe scheduling and resolving user channels.
Since we assume wide-band scheduling, a scheduling slot
comprises a set of concurrent fading blocks. Each fading block
3We assume ideal sectorization, i.e., there is no leakage between sectors.
Furthermore, all scatterers are assumed to be reflecting isotropically.
can be viewed as spanning a contiguous set of time-frequency
elements in the OFDM plane within the coherence bandwidth
and time of the user channels [14].
We assume L “ τλUA users are randomly scheduled for
uplink pilot transmission over an area of size A, where λU is
an appropriately chosen density of scheduled users so that L
is an integer. For comparison, in the context of the traditional
orthogonal training scheme, in each slot L “ τ users are
scheduled in the entire area, i.e., a single scheduled user per
pilot dimension resulting in λU “ 1{A. Thus, τ users send
orthogonal pilots on each fading block, i.e., K “ 1 user per
pilot dimension. On the other hand, in the context of the non-
orthogonal UL training schemes, as in [13], [14], K ą 1 users
are scheduled to send pilots per pilot dimension in the slots.
As a result, the number of scheduled users per slot is L “ Kτ .
Based on UL training, each sector of each RRH resolves
the channels of a subset of the L users and serves them
simultaneously. Among scheduled users, only the ones whose
uplink pilots are received without any “collisions” from other
user pilots can be served. Also, these are the users whose
channels can be “resolved” to be used in designing precoders.
Thus, we consider a user k to be resolved on sector s of
RRH j if and only if Xkj,s “ 1 and there is no other user k1
sharing the same dimension as user k and for which Xk1j,s “ 1.
Letting σk denote the pilot dimension used by user k, Kσ
denote the indices of users assigned to pilot dimension σ for
1 ď σ ď τ , and Dkj,s denote whether or not user k’s channel
can be resolved on sector s of RRH j, we have [14]:
Dkj,s “ X
k
j,s
»
– ź
k1PKσ
k
ztku
´
1´Xk
1
j,s
¯fifl . (3)
The subset of present users whose channels are resolvable in
sector s of RRH j is thus given by
Dj,s “
 
k; Dkj,s “ 1
(
. (4)
Assuming the two users in Fig. 1 are scheduled on the same
pilot dimension, it is evident that D1
2,3 “ 1 and D21,3 “ 1.
This toy example demonstrates the effect of sectorization in
increasing area multiplexing gains by being able to simultane-
ously serve two nearby users even if they are using the same
pilot dimension.
In general, not all present users are resolvable. Letting
Xj,s “
 
k; Xkj,s “ 1
( (5)
denote the set of all users that are present in sector s of RRH
j, we have Dj,s Ď Xj,s. Indeed, inspection of (3) reveals that
if the two users k and k1 are present in sector s and use the
same pilot dimension, i.e., Xkj,s “ Xk
1
j,s “ 1 and σk “ σk1 ,
we have Dkj,s “ Dk
1
j,s “ 0. This is consistent with the fact
that neither channel can be resolved due to the pilot collision.
Hence, the number of sectors that can resolve and thus serve
user k is given by Nk “
ř
j
řS
s“1 D
k
j,s, while the number of
users that are actually served in the slot is given by
L1 “ |tk;Nk ą 0u| (6)
and in general L1 ď L.
We define the slot-averaged area multiplexing gain per pilot
dimension (which is a function of scheduled user density λU
and area size A) as follows:
MGpA, λUq “ lim
TÑ8
1
T
Tÿ
t“1
L1ptq
τA
, (7)
where L1ptq represents the instantaneous multiplexing gain
over slot t in the area A and is given by (6).
With a traditional orthogonal scheme, since L1ptq “ τ
we have MGpA, 1{Aq “ 1{A, which becomes vanishingly
small as A Ñ 8. This is well recognized in traditional
networks and is dealt with conventional spatial pilot reuse.
Such spatial reuse scheme would be inherently limited by the
nominal user-pilot coverage area πd2o. Hence, the orthogonal
scheme with coverage area πd2o provides an upper bound on
the area multiplexing gains per pilot dimension provided by
any such conventional cellular deployment with conventional
spatial reuse, and which is equal to 1{pπd2oq user streams per
unit area and per pilot dimension.
IV. PPP-BASED ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the proposed schemes in the
limit where the network size A goes to infinity. We exploit a
PPP-based formulation to analyze the area multiplexing gains
per pilot dimension provided by the proposed schemes.
In a PPP-based layout, points are assumed to be dropped
over an infinite area according to a PPP with a certain intensity
per unit area. We choose the unit area as πd2o, which is equal
to the nominal coverage area that can be obtained by an omni-
directional pilot from a user. Users, scheduled users, RRHs,
scatterers and blockers are dropped according to PPPs with
intensities λallU , λU , λR, λS , λB , respectively. The scheduled
user PPP with intensity λU , arises as thinned version of the
PPP corresponding to all of the users in the network, with
intensity λallU . While RRHs, users and scatterers are considered
as points on the layout, the blockers are considered as circles
with an area size of 1{Ab. In the extreme case λS “ λB “ 0,
i.e., when there are no scatterers or blockers, the PPP setup
reduces to the one used in [13], [19] where area multiplexing
gain expressions were derived via a stochastic geometry based
analysis. Unlike [19] where exact closed-form expressions are
derived for a 1-dimensional line network, in this paper we
consider the 2-dimensional case. For the setting we consider,
closed-form analysis based on stochastic geometry is much
more complicated due to presence of sectorization, directional
training, scatterers and blockers. As a result, we rely on
simulation based investigations. In our simulations, we run
many frames, where, in each frame, users, scatterers, RHHs
and blockers are dropped according to their PPPs.
In the PPP evaluation, we are interested in the area multi-
plexing gains per unit area and per pilot dimension:
MGpλUq “ lim
AÑ8
MGpA, λUq. (8)
Note that MGpλUq can be optimized by varying the scheduled
user intensity:
MG˚ “ max
0ďλUďλallU
MGpλUq, (9)
where λ˚U denote the corresponding optimal value.
It is worth re-iterating that the traditional orthogonal scheme
has zero area multiplexing gain. Moreover, the area multiplex-
ing gains per pilot dimension of locally orthogonal schemes
that rely on conventional reuse without any channel resolution
capability are nominally upper bounded by 1 (since πd2o “ 1).
A. Simulation Parameters
All the simulations of this paper are based on the following
parameter values: λR “ 5 (RRH intensity), λB “ 3 (blocker
intensity), Ab “ 20 (inverse of blocker area), α “ 4 (pathloss
exponent), ǫ “ do{4 (cutoff parameter for attenuation model),
a “ 1 (scatterer attenuation) and λallU “ 100 (user intensity).
We first investigate the probability of outage. Specifically,
a user k is in outage if (with omni pilots) for all s, j, Xkj,s “
0.4 The outage probability depends on λR, λS , λB and Ab:
Larger λR or larger λS values decrease the outage probability
while increasing λB or Ab increases the outage probability. We
investigate the outage probability for two different scattering
environments: λS “ 50 (low scatterer intensity) and λS “ 200
(high scatterer intensity). For the low scatterer intensity case
the outage probability is 1.9%, while for the higher scatterer-
intensity case it is 1.3%.
The left-hand-side figure in Fig. 2 shows the distribution of
the number of paths in the user-RRH channels in coverage for
the two different values of λS . As the figure reveals, increasing
λS results in increased number of paths. The number of paths
in our simulation environment plays a similar role to the
“number of clusters” parameter in 3GPP’s SCM specifications
[15]. In the SCM, this parameter is chosen between 12 ´ 20
depending on the scenario considered in the sub-6 GHz
band. In this work, our parameter selection provides a lower
number of paths, which might be more appropriate for higher
frequency bands. The right-hand-side figure in Fig. 2 shows
the distribution of probability of blocking for LOS paths. In
our setup, NLOS paths are not affected by blockers and hence
the blocking distribution is not a function of λS .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, we investigate the effect of sectors and
directional training on area multiplexing gains and average
uplink pilot transmit power spent for each packet. We provide
various performance results of the proposed non-orthogonal
pilot codes. For evaluating performance, our simulations are
based on geometric sectorization, i.e. radial sectorization with
equal size wedges corresponding to an angle of 2π{S radiants
per sector.
4With directional training, in every scheduling slot. a user selects a beam at
random from a set of beams whose union covers the whole 360 degree azimuth
domain. If a user is not in outage with omni-training, with directional training
it will be present at one sector with at least one of its directional beams. Thus,
it will not be in outage with directional training as well.
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Fig. 2. Left figure: CDF of the number of paths in user-RRH channels in
coverage. Right figure: CDF of blocking probability in user-RRH pairs in
coverage.
A. Omni-directional Training
In omni-directional training, users are assumed to emit
uplink pilots isotropically. The upper figure in Fig. 3 shows
MGpλUq versus λU for B “ 1 for the cases where the
number of sectors/RRH are S “ 1, 4, and 8. Inspection of
the figure reveals that, while the optimal scheduling intensity
is λ˚U “ 3 for S “ 4, it is almost 6 for S “ 8. The user-
scheduling intensity optimized area multiplexing gains per
pilot dimension are less than one with S “ 1, but they are
almost doubled with S “ 4 and more than tripled with S “ 8.
The increased multiplexing gains with non-orthogonal train-
ing come at the cost of more uplink pilot transmissions per
delivered user streams. Indeed, not all scheduled users (that
transmit pilots) are resolved and thus served in any given
scheduling instance, because of pilot collisions. It is thus
of interest to compare the relative average power spent for
each packet transmission when comparing different schemes
and parameter values. For orthogonal training, a user pilot
transmission always results in a user being served provided
the user is not in outage. Thus, excluding users in outage, for
orthogonal training, the expected number of pilot transmission
per served packet is equal to 1. With the schemes we consider,
assuming a user UL pilot (in a single slot) that results in
a user channel being resolved also enables serving a single
packet, we can capture the pilot of efficiency of a scheme via
the expected number of pilot transmissions per each served
packet. The lower figure in Fig. 3 shows the expected number
of pilot transmissions per packet vs. λU for different S values.
As the figure reveals, while the overall multiplexing gain is
tripled with S “ 8 (at λU « 6q, the transmit uplink power
required per delivered packet is almost doubled compared
to the orthogonal case. That is, on average two UL pilot
transmission are required per user to deliver a packet.
B. Directional training
In this section we study how varying the user beam-width
can affect the harvested area multiplexing gains. Indeed, using
a directional beam at a user terminal makes its user-channel
sparser in terms of the number of sectors that are excited
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Fig. 3. Top figure: Area multiplexing gains per pilot dimension vs. scheduling
user intensity (omni UL pilots). Bottom figure: Expected number of UL pilot
transmissions per delivered packet vs. scheduling user intensity (omni UL
pilots).
at the BS, thereby leaving more sectors available to resolve
other users’ channels. In [14], for a single cell scenario, a
proper choice of the user beam width positively impacted both
multiplexing gains and long-term user rates.
Directional beams with different width are obtained by
processing at the user side similar to the sectorization at the
RRH site. Each sector created at the user can be thought of as a
beam candidate which the user randomly selects. The number
of sectors created at the user antenna array, B determines
the width of the user beam. For radial sectorization, beam
width is equal to 2π{B. For the same outage probability, with
directional training (B ą 1), the transmission power spent per
B pilot transmissions is equal to the uplink power spent for a
single pilot transmission with omni-training B “ 1.
Fig. 4 compares omni-directional training with directional
training of 30˝ beams, i.e., B “ 12. This allows serving more
than 8 users per pilot dimension per unit area while using a
quarter of the expected pilot transmission power per user with
respect to the orthogonal case. Hence, using directional beams
and non-orthogonal training is able to serve instantaneously
many more users per unit area and at much less power cost
to user devices.
Fig. 5 reports MG˚ from (9), i.e., the user-scheduling in-
tensity optimized area multiplexing gains per pilot dimension,
for various values of S and B and for two different scatterer-
intensity scenarios. As the figure reveals, uniformly higher area
multiplexing gains are possible in the lower scatterer-intensity
environment.
VI. AREA MULTIPLEXING GAINS WITH PRACTICAL
SECTORIZATION
In this section, we consider a PPP-based evaluation of the
area multiplexing gains that can be expected over wireless
networks of RRHs using practical antenna configurations and
practical sectorization. Traditionally, sectors at a macro cell
are obtained by mounting a separate antenna array at the BS
site for each sector. By using different array orientations in
different sectors and by physically separating them via panels,
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Fig. 4. Top figure: Area multiplexing gains per pilot dimension vs. scheduling
user intensity. Bottom figure: Expected required UL transmit power per
delivered packet vs. scheduling user intensity. In both figures S “ 8.
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Fig. 5. Scheduling user intensity optimized area multiplexing gains per pilot
dimension as a function of the UL pilot beam-width and the number of RRH
sectors (geometric RRH sectorization).
sector arrays can be made to “cover” different “pie-type” slices
of the cell. For example, by using P ULAs at a macro BS
site, a macro cell (centered at the BS) can be divided into P
360{P -degree sectors. In the commonly used case of P “ 3,
three 120-degree sectors are formed in the macro cell. Such
physical sectors were leveraged in [13] to substantially reduce
the number of RRH sites needed to achieve a given target
multiplexing gain in a finite-area RRH deployment.
Besides traditional physical sectorization, virtual sectoriza-
tion based on spatial processing at the BS antenna array is also
possible [20], [14], [21], [22]. Ref. [14] considers a single-
cell scenario with a BS using a uniform linear array (ULA).
DFT based processing is considered for virtual sectorization
within the cell, according to which each sector is formed by
spatially filtering the ULA signal through a contiguous set
of sector-specific DFT beams. Indeed, with large ULAs, DFT
based processing is the appropriate choice for sectorization,
since, in the limit of large ULAs, the user-channel covariance
matrix becomes approximately circulant [21], [22]. In practice,
power emission from an antenna array is not isotropic, and the
power radiation patterns highly depend on the antenna array
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
P = 6, V = 1: 
P = 3, V = 2: 
P = 2, V = 3: 
P = 1, V = 6: ! 
Fig. 6. Practical sectorization designs (left) and associated sectorization
patterns (right).
shape and element spacing. In general, although equal number
of beams are assigned to each of the V virtual sectors, the
virtual-sector azimuth spread varies from sector to sector, in
contrast to physical sectors.
In this section, we consider various combinations of physi-
cal and virtual sectorization options, which result in the same
number of sectors S. In particular, we consider combinations
of P physical sector sites per RRH, each with a ULA perform-
ing virtual sectorization in V virtual sectors, yielding a total
of S “ V P sectors. The ULA-induced virtual sectorization
scheme results in non-uniform sector sizes, which are the
result of the transformation between the normalized virtual
angle, θ and the physical angle φ. For a critically spaced ULA
this transformation is given by θ “ π sinpφq ` π [20], [23].
Fig. 6 depicts several RRH designs exploiting various
combinations of virtual and physical sectorization, all yielding
S “ P ˆ V “ 6 sectors. All virtual sectors are created
by critically spaced ULAs. For each (P , V ) combination
shown on the left-hand side of the figure, the corresponding
azimuth support of each of the 6 sectors is shown on the
right-hand side. As the figure reveals, the pP “ 6, V “ 1q
and the pP “ 3, V “ 2q designs yield the geometric 6-sector
sectorization patterns. The pP “ 3, V “ 2q design for instance
relies on panels in the back of each ULA to restrict the paths
hitting each ULA to come for a 120-degree azimuth spread.
Fig. 7 shows the area multiplexing gains of all these practi-
cal designs against those provided by geometric sectorization.
With each practical design, a ULA is exploited at each user
terminal for creating the B directional beams. Also shown for
comparison is the performance with geometric sectorization
at RRH and ULA at the user device. As it can be seen
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Fig. 7. Scheduling user intensity optimized area multiplexing gains per pilot
dimension as a function of (nominal) UL pilot beam-width (360/B degrees)
for the practical sectorization designs in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8. Scheduling user intensity optimized area multiplexing gains per pilot
dimension as a function of number of RRH sectors and UL pilot training
beam width: geometric (solid) and ULA based (dashed) sectorization.
from the figure, designs in a) and b) are identical in terms
of sectorization to the geometric case (with ULA at the
user device) and provide the same area multiplexing gain
performance. The pP “ 2, V “ 3q and the pP “ 1, V “ 6q
designs yield a small loss in performance, revealing that the
cost of virtual sectorization is inherently small.
Finally, we compare the area multiplexing gains per pilot
dimension that are provided by a single critically spaced ULA
with random orientation at each RRH, i.e., by employing
design option d) in Fig. 6 with pP “ 1, V “ Sq, against the
ones provided by the geometric S-sector RRH sectorization.
In the case of ULA-based RRH sectorization, users transmit
directional pilots from a ULA able to create B virtual-sector
training beams, while in the geometric RRH sectorization case
users employ the B equal-width pilot beams considered in
Sec. V. Fig. 8 shows the area multiplexing gains per pilot di-
mension of the two schemes for various pS, Bq combinations.
As the figure shows, the geometric scheme, which results in
uniform radial sectorization, achieves higher gains than the
single-ULA based scheme. However, it can also be seen that
the performance loss due to using virtual sectorization is rather
small for all pS, Bq combinations considered.
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